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WHO IS TROY TODAY?
Troy Silva is a creative leader, with a strong background
in branding, design, art, hospitality and ecology.
As a professional dreamer and doer, Troy inspires
and empowers others to achieve greatness
by leading with passion, optimism,
and sincere generosity.
With over 15 years experience orchestrating
diverse teams, Troy has co-created a
wealth of imaginative environments
and experiences with an array of
reputable clientele.

Drai’s Beach Club & Nightclub was the culmination of one man’s dreams,
funded in its entirety by Caesars Entertainment Corporation. To work on such
a project was a huge honor and an even larger responsibility.
One could say that Troy aided and influenced Victor Drai’s vision from behind
the scenes. What started as a luxurious landscape renovation at Victor’s
Hollywood Hills home, became a tumultuous voyage into the mind of a
nightlife mogul, and the belly of a casino empire.

REBRANDING A CLASSIC
What made Victor Drai unique? Even
though Troy was never asked this
question directly, it was the most
important question in Troy’s mind.
Having just won a $200 million settlement
with Steve Wynn, Drai’s brand identity
had become deeply intertwined with
Wynn’s brand identity.
Victor was born in Casablanca, Morocco
and schooled in Paris. He had brought
the bottle-service model to Las Vegas
from Europe after being the first to sell
$2,000 bottles of wine in Los Angeles.
This man was a visionary. Troy wanted to
help him reinvent his brand, but Victor
could not be told this. He would never
have listened. He had to be shown not
told.

FANTASY & ROMANCE
Troy was cautious not to push Victor too far away
from his current aesthetic. Rather, he identified
elements that connected to Victor’s childhood,
but hadn’t shown up in any of the nightclubs he’d
created at the Wynn.
Weathered wood antiques from exotic places all
over the world became a new counterpoint to
Victor’s otherwise contemporary design repertoire.
Succulents, which Victor had told Troy he hated,
became “flowers that never stopped growing” in
Victor’s mind.
Both Wynn and Victor primarily used red, white,
and black in their designs. Troy shifted Victor
towards pinks and golds to distinguish his new look,
while keeping the balance of fantasy and romance
that made his past ventures so successful.
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consistently delivered status symbols to consumers with very real
spatial constraints, but very few budgetary considerations.
To connect with the urban elite, Urban Nature tapped into our
innate desire to have it all.

CAPTURING NATURE
No matter where we live, or how much money we
have, it is impossible to truly have it all. If we live
in the country, we lack the convenience and culture
of city living. If we live in the city, we sacrifice the
freedom and solitude of country living. To give city
dwellers a sense of connection to the grandeur of
nature, our marketing collateral featured empty
planters in stunning natural environments.

JEWELRY FOR
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Immaculate planters, paired with artful arrangements of
plants, stone, and other natural materials adorned the
built environment like fine jewelry. We dubbed these
creations Ecological Sculptures. Our marketing copy
introduced a new language of botanical value based on
rarity, age, and uniqueness.

INSPIRING B2B SALES
We focused on marketing to upscale designers, architects, and developers,
providing them with the inspiration and incentives required to sell our product
to an existing base of clientele. This enabled us to bypass the gatekeepers and
generate a great deal of repeat business.

PERMISSION TO BUY
Fostering happiness and ensuring a brighter
future for our planet has always motivated Troy
a whole lot more than making money. Urban
Nature’s planters were inherently Green rather
than overtly Green. Composed of heavy-gauge
recycled aluminum and finished in gorgeous zero
VOC powder coats, buyers were given permission
to feel good about spending extravagantly.
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HAUTE FURNISHINGS
In collaboration with Videre Licet, Troy contributed
to a collection The New York Times called “daring
and glamorous with a touch of tongue-in-cheek.”

The Wall Street Journal said the collection exemplified
the “push-me-pull-you tension between minimalism
and materiality that defines luxury design.”

SCALING SUCCESS
At Saint Felix Hollywood, Troy aided a group of successful restaurateurs who were creating a second location in Los Angeles. Saint
Felix West Hollywood was a tiny little restaurant, whereas Saint Felix Hollywood was enormous. Though only a few miles away,
the target market was quite different. The location also had its own strengths, weaknesses, threats, and opportunities, but the
essence of Saint Felix had to live on. Troy humbly helped to translate the brand identity that made the original so successful,
while ensuring it appealed to an entirely new clientele by treating the second location as a “New Original.”

UPCYCLED ARTWORKS
The New Saint Felix is a Hollywood hotspot, which continues to stand the test
of time in a town where the average restaurant last only 8 months.
Troy was predominantly a design mediator, delicately counseling a group of
co-owners who rarely saw eye to eye. The space took advantage of their
diverse styles and opinions, creating an environment that feels eclectic,
quirky, and even a bit campy, yet uniquely stylish and authentic.
The restaurant was created on a shoestring budget, but no one who visits
would ever sense this. The majority of its furnishings were imaginatively
upcycled from the location’s previous restaurant, or sourced from salvage
yards at a time when doing so was far from fashionable. (Thanks Chip &
Joanna Gaines!)

As the Director of Multisensory Experiences at Fresh Wata, Troy
was tasked with taking the agency’s creative to a whole new level.
Working with clients such as Sprint, Boeing, Lyft, and Wyndham,
Troy imagined and executed groundbreaking experiential projects
that consistently pushed the envelope and surpassed expectations.
When pitching potential clients such as PepsiCo, Fiat Chrysler, and
AB InBev, Troy led with passion and courage to generate exciting
new concepts that wowed decision makers and secured new work
for the agency.
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During PAX’s Life Elevated Experience, each room
at Fresh Wata Studios had its own vibe. Color, style,
taste, sound, and even scent was curated to create
juxtaposing wonderlands.

While at Fresh Wata, Troy was also given the opportunity to
transform the agency’s Las Vegas headquarters into a rentable
venue for in-house brand activations.
Troy envisioned an adult playground designed to engage all the
senses. In other words, FWS became the perfect place to host the
parties of our dreams.
Many new Fresh Wata Studios clients, like PAX Vapors, went on to
contract Fresh Wata for external brand activations as well.

Rather than doing another
boring photo booth, one of
Troy’s activations created
personalized abstract art.
Segments of guests’ photos
were automatically projection
mapped onto the FWS
“Bust Screen.”

The Life Elevated Experience
was filled with Instagrammable
moments, but guests were
encouraged NOT to post or
share the experience on social
media. When told not to do
something, the rebellious
cannabis crowd inevitably
does it more. Hooray reverse
psychology!

At MoNA, Troy creates multisensory experiences in immersive
environments that celebrate a more natural way of living.
As a spiritually grounded wellness retreat and lifestyle brand,
MoNA has captivated the hearts of a local and international
community of members and guests from all walks of life.
With MoNA, Troy hoped to set people’s minds at ease, while
empowering them with sustainable, regenerative, and aspirational
solutions to be better stewards of our planet.

DESIGNING SERENITY
MoNA’s environments emanate serenity, an emotion
we rarely experience in our frantic modern world. To
achieve this, we partner with nature to create selfsustaining ecosystems, rather than implementing rigid,
formulaic, highly-engineered designs. This ensures our
habitats feel effortless, reassuring, and nurturing.

MONA LIFE
The MoNA Lifestyle seeks to align with Nature. We abandon our instinct to control
everything around us. We denounce the notion that sustainable living must involve
struggle and sacrifice. Instead, we simply slow down to admire the beauty and
wonder of Nature’s cycles and healing processes. In doing so, we regain clarity
and balance in our own lives.

NATURE FARMING
The typical farm seeks to grow what there is currently a market for. At MoNA’s
Nature Farms, we grow whatever nature wants to grow, then design culinary
experiences that create a demand for the resulting abundance. In other words,
we make it glamorous to eat the weeds, which are often more delicious and
nutritious than conventional crops.

REINVENTING REGIONAL CUISINE
In order to popularize the unconventional, regional ingredients produced by our
Nature Farms, we lead informative foraging sessions, interactive cooking classes,
and community feasts. These culinary experiences have the potential to reinvent
regional cuisine, while creating one of a kind local products such as teas, tonics,
sauces, and salad dressings.

LIVING WITH ANIMALS
MoNA’s Nature Farms also act as free-range sanctuaries, where domesticated
animals and wildlife coexist harmoniously with human residents and guests. All
animals become a part of the natural ecosystem, eating what is grown on site and
returning nutrients to the landscape in the form of organic manures.

BUILDING AN
INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY
Our

international

community

of

Airbnb

travelers enjoy a variety of glamping and indoor
accommodations, then keep in touch with us
via Instagram. MoNA’s Instagram posts provide
insights that celebrate the wonders of nature,
leaving our community feeling hopeful and
inspired.

Troy’s journey from
Landscape Designer to
Creative Director has provided
him with unique insight into the world
of design and marketing.
Although he still doesn’t know
exactly what he wants to be when he
grows up, his quest to create environments
and experiences that inspire and entertain will
surely never cease.
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“Thank you for your time and consideration!”
-Troy Silva, Dreamer & Doer

